
IR PLATINUM LCR

The strength of this exceptional loudspeaker is its absence of compromise. The

InRoom Platinum LCR can resolve the subtlest musical detail with effortless accuracy,

but when called upon, can reproduce the most powerful movie soundtrack at

theatrical levels in virtually any size room, from a family room to a large screening

theater.

The cabinet is built extremely solid, and is acoustically inert. It contains revolutionary

internal technologies that disperse speaker back waves before they can add distortion

by reflecting back through the speaker cones. Expensive proprietary drivers from

Scan-Speak and Seas were chosen for their accuracy, output, and reliability. Efficiency

is high at 94.5 dB. We know of few other speakers that will play this loudly that sound

this good. Where sound quality for both movies and music is crucial, Platinum is the

only choice.

Category: Home Cinema

Tag: InRoom

Acoustic cloth grill.

High output design.

Designed for large theaters.

Fully engineered, Premium MDF enclosure.

Acoustic Suspension.

3-way design.

Triad’s Basic, Real Wood Veneer & Custom Finishes

are available for this product. The standard finish for

this product is Black paint. For any other colors,

please refer to Triad’s Custom Match Finish program

for this product. The paint we use is a top quality

enamel and is applied with a light pebble finish. The

veneer finishes are made from real wood and coated

with an enamel clear coat.

Since all computer monitors and their colors vary,

the digital color you see here will be different from

the actual product finish.

Features

Enclosure

Finishes

100 - 400 watts

4 ohms

94.5

60 Hz - 20 kHz

Fabric dome

(1) 1" /25mm

Proprietary paper/fiber blend

(2) 5-1/4" /13cm

Proprietary paper/fiber blend

(2) 10" /25cm

Performance Specifications

Recommended Amp Power

Impedance

Sensitivity (db 1watt/1meter)

Anechoic Frequency Response

Tweeter Type

Tweeter Size

Mid-Range Type

Mid-Range Size

Woofer Type

Woofer Size

Fractional Metric

Decimal

39 1/2"

12"

16"

142lbs

150lbs

Cabinet Specifications

Height

Width

Depth

Product Weight

Shipping Weight
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